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Let R be aK-algebra acting densely onVD, whereK is a commutative
ringwithunity andV is a right vector spaceover adivisionK-algebra
D. Let ρ be a nonzero right ideal of R and let f (X1, . . . , Xt) be a
nonzero polynomial over K with constant term 0 such thatμR /= 0
for some coefﬁcient μ of f (X1, . . . , Xt). Suppose that d : R → R is
a nonzero derivation. It is proved that if rank(d(f (x1, . . . , xt)))m
for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ and for some positive integerm, then either ρ
is generated by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank or d = ad(b) for some
b ∈ End(VD)ofﬁnite rank. Inaddition, if f (X1, . . . , Xt) ismultilinear,
then b can be chosen such that rank(b) 2(6t + 13)m + 2.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout, R is a K-algebra acting densely on VD, where K is a commutative ring with unity and V
is a right vector space over a division K-algebra D. In this case, R is a prime ring, that is, aRb = 0where
a, b ∈ R implies that either a = 0 or b = 0. We let Qmr(R) be the right maximal ring of quotients
of R and let Qs(R) denote the symmetric Martindale quotient of R. Note that R ⊆ Qs(R) ⊆ Qmr(R).
Moreover, the two overrings Qs(R) and Qmr(R) of R are also prime rings and have the same center C,
which is called the extended centroid of R. The extended centroid C is a ﬁeld because our ring R is a
prime ring. (Note that the extended centroid of a semiprime ring need not be a ﬁeld.) We refer the
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readers to [1] for details. For r ∈ R, the rank of r, denoted by rank(r), is deﬁned as the dimension of
(rV)D. It is well-known that soc(R) = {r ∈ R|rank(r) < ∞}. If soc(R) /= 0 then Qmr(R) = End(VD)
(see [11, Lemma 2, Section 3.4]) and C is isomorphic to the center of the division ring D.
Let f (X1, . . . , Xt) be an arbitrary ﬁxed polynomial over K in noncommuting indeterminates
X1, . . . , Xt with constant term 0 such that μR /= 0 for some μ ∈ K occurring in the coefﬁcients of
f (X1, . . . , Xt). In a recent paper [15], Lee and Zhou proved that a right ideal ρ of R is generated by
an idempotent of ﬁnite rank if and only if the rank of f (x1, . . . , xt) is bounded above by the same
natural number for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ (see [15, Theorem 1.1]). The result gives a uniﬁed version of [12,
Proposition], [16, Theorem 1.6] and [17, Theorem 1.6]. The goal of the present paper is to extend [15,
Theorem 1.1] to the context of derivations. By a derivation we mean a map d : R → R satisfying
d(x + y) = d(x) + d(y) and d(xy) = d(x)y + xd(y)
for all x, y ∈ R. It is well-known that every derivation d : R → R is uniquely extended to a derivation of
Qmr(R) (see, for instance, [13, Theorem 2]). A derivation d : R → R is called inner if there exists b ∈ R
such that d(x) = [b, x] := bx − xb for all x ∈ R. The inner derivation of R induced by b is denoted by
ad(b). A derivation of R is called X-inner if its extension to Qmr(R) is inner; in this case, the derivation
is of the form ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R). Otherwise, the derivation is called X-outer.
Foraderivationd : R → Randanonzero right idealρ ofR, rank(f (x1, . . . , xt))beingboundedabove
for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ implies that rank(d(f (x, . . . , xt))) is bounded above for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ: Indeed,
if rank(f (x1, . . . , xt))mwherem is a ﬁxed positive integer, then f (x1, . . . , xt) ∈ soc(R). As soc(R) is a
vonNeumann regular ring (see [7, Lemma1]), there exists z ∈ R such that f (x1, . . . , xt)zf (x1, . . . , xt) =
f (x1, . . . , xt), and it follows that
d(f (x1, . . . , xt)) = d(f (x1, . . . , xt)zf (x1, . . . , xt))
= d(f (x1, . . . , xt))zf (x1, . . . , xt) + f (x1, . . . , xt)d(zf (x1, . . . , xt));
so rank(d(f (x1, . . . , xt))) 2m, as asserted.
Thus, as a generalized version of [15, Theorem 1.1] in terms of derivations, our main theorem (see
Theorem 2.10 in Section 2) states that if d : R → R is a nonzero derivation satisfying rank(d(f (x1, . . . ,
xt)))m for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ , a right ideal of R, where m is a ﬁxed positive integer, then either ρ is
generated by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank or d = ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R) of ﬁnite rank.
For a subset A of R we let rank(A) := max{rank(a)|a ∈ A}. By rank(A) = ∞ we mean that the set
{rank(a)|a ∈ A} is not bounded above. The key step is to prove the following result: If rank(d(R)) = m,
where m is a positive integer, then either R is a simple Artinian ring or d = ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R)
of ﬁnite rank (see Theorem 2.1). The main theorem is then proved using this result together with [15,
Theorem 1.1].
2. Results
Throughout, we always assume the following:
Let R be a K-algebra acting densely on VD, a right vector space over a division K-algebra D, where K is
a commutative ring with unity. Let f (X1, . . . , Xt) be a ﬁxed polynomial over K in noncommuting indeter-
minates X1, . . . , Xt with constant term 0 such thatμR /= 0 for someμ ∈ K occurring in the coefﬁcients of
f (X1, . . . , Xt). We let C denote the extended centroid of R.
We begin with the following theorem, which illustrates the key point of view in the paper.
Theorem 2.1. Let d : R → R be a nonzero derivation. Suppose that rank(d(R)) = m, where m is a ﬁxed
positive integer. Then either R is a simple Artinian ring or d = ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R) with
rank(b) 2m + 2.
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we need some preliminary lemmas. The ﬁrst lemma is a special case
of [10, Lemma 2].
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Lemma 2.2. Let d : R → R be an X-outer derivation. Suppose that ∑i aid(x)bi +∑i cixdi = 0 for all
x ∈ R. Then∑i aixbi = 0 = ∑i cixdi for all x ∈ R.
Let ρ be a nonzero right ideal of R, q ∈ Qs(R) and m a positive integer. It is easy to prove that
rank(qρ) = m if and only if qρ = eR for some idempotent e ∈ R with dim(eV)D = m. In particular,
qρ is a right ideal of R. We will use this fact freely.
Lemma 2.3. Let b, c ∈ Qs(R) and m a positive integer. Suppose that rank(b)m + 2. Then one of the
following holds:
(1) rank(c − βb)m for some β ∈ C.
(2) Given a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace U of VD with dimUD m, there exists v ∈ V such that bv, cv
are D-independent modulo UD.
Proof. Suppose that rank(c − βb) > m forallβ ∈ C. Theaimis toprove (2).Givenaﬁnite-dimensional
subspace U of VD with dimUD m, we write
V = WD ⊕ UD.
Suppose (2) does not hold for U. That is, for any v ∈ V , cv and bv are D-dependent modulo U. So
(cv)β1 + (bv)β2 ∈ U
for some β1,β2 ∈ D, not both zero. Thus, bv /∈ U implies β1 /= 0. Hence for v ∈ V with bv /∈ U, we
have
cv = (bv)βv + μ(v)
for someβv ∈ D andμ(v) ∈ U. Since dim(bV)D m + 2 and dim(UD)m, there exist v1, v2 ∈ V such
that bv1, bv2 are D-independent modulo U. Thus, as above,
cv1 = (bv1)βv1 + μ(v1) and cv2 = (bv2)βv2 + μ(v2)
for some βv1 ,βv2 ∈ D. On the other hand, since b(v1 + v2) /∈ U, there exists γ ∈ D such that
c(v1 + v2) = (b(v1 + v2))γ + μ(v1 + v2).
This implies that (bv1)(βv1 − γ ) + (bv2)(βv2 − γ ) ∈ U. Thus βv1 = γ = βv2 .
We have proved that for any v ∈ V with bv /∈ U, cv − (bv)γ ∈ U. Let v ∈ V be such that bv /∈ U
and let 0 /= α ∈ D. Then b(vα) /∈ U, so
c(vα) − b(vα)γ ∈ U and (cv)α − (bv)γ α ∈ U.
This implies that (bv)(αγ − γα) ∈ U, so αγ = γα. Thus γ ∈ C.
Up to now we have proved that for v ∈ V either bv ∈ U or (c − γ b)v ∈ U. Consider A := {v ∈
V |bv ∈ U} and B := {v ∈ V |(c − γ b)v ∈ U}. Then A and B are two additive subgroups of V such that
V = A ∪ B. However, a group cannot be the union of two proper subgroups. Since A /= V , we have
B = V . So (c − γ b)V ⊆ U, i.e., rank(c − γ b)m, a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.4. Let b, c ∈ Qs(R) and m a positive integer. Suppose that rank(b) 2m + 2. Then one of the
following holds:
(1) rank(c − βb) 2m for some β ∈ C.
(2) There exist v1, . . . , vm ∈ V such that bv1, . . . , bvm, cv1, . . . , cvm are independent over D.
Proof. Suppose that rank(c − βb)>2m for all β ∈C. Set U0=0. By Lemma 2.3, there exists v1∈V
such that bv1 and cv1 are independent over D. We proceed the proof by induction. Suppose that Uk−1,
a subspace of VD with dimension 2(k − 1), and vk have been chosen such that vk and bvk are D-
independent modulo Uk−1, where 1 k < m. Set Uk := vkD + bvkD + Uk−1. Then dim(Uk)D=2k <
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2m. By Lemma 2.3 again, there exists vk+1 ∈ V such that vk+1 and bvk+1 are D-independent modulo
Uk . Thus we are done for k = m − 1. 
Since dim VD = ∞ implies rank(1)=∞, the following is an immediate consequence of Lemma2.4.
Lemma 2.5. Let c ∈ Qs(R) andm a positive integer. Suppose that dim VD = ∞. Then one of the following
holds:
(1) rank(c − β) 2m for some β ∈ C.
(2) There exist v1, . . . , vm ∈ V such that v1, . . . , vm, cv1, . . . , cvm are independent over D.
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that d : R → R is an X-outer derivation. If dim VD=∞ then rank(d(R))=∞.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that rank(d(R)) = n < ∞. Choose an element a ∈ R such that
rank(d(a)) = n. Since d(a) ∈ soc(R), there exist idempotents e, f ∈ soc(R) such that
Rd(a) = Re and d(a)R = fR.
Since d(soc(R)) ⊆ soc(R), there is an idempotent g ∈ soc(R) such that Rd(f ) = Rg. Thus d(f )(1 −
g) = 0. Set Ay := a + (1 − f )(1 − g)y(1 − e) for y ∈ R. We compute
d(Ay) = d(a + (1 − f )(1 − g)y(1 − e))
= d(a) + (1 − f )d((1 − g)y(1 − e)) − d(f )(1 − g)y(1 − e)
= d(a) + (1 − f )d((1 − g)y(1 − e)).
Choose v1, . . . , vn ∈ V such that d(a)v1, d(a)v2, . . . , d(a)vn form a basis for the subspace (d(a)V)D.
Since all d(a)vi ∈ fV , it is clear that
d(Ay)v1, d(Ay)v2, . . . , d(Ay)vn
are D-independent. So rank(d(Ay)) rank(d(a)). Since d(a)(1 − e) = 0, we have
d(Ay)(1 − e)V = (1 − f )d((1 − g)y(1 − e))(1 − e)V .
We claim that (1 − f )d((1 − g)y(1 − e))(1 − e) = 0 for all y ∈ R. Suppose on the contrary that (1 −
f )d((1 − g)y′(1 − e))(1 − e) /= 0 for some y′ ∈ R. Then 0 /= d(Ay′)(1 − e)w ∈ (1 − f )V for some
w ∈ V . This implies that
d(Ay′)v1, d(Ay′)v2, . . . , d(Ay′)vn, d(Ay′)(1 − e)w
are independent over D. Thus rank(d(Ay′)) n + 1, a contradiction. Up to now we have proved that
(1 − f )d((1 − g)y(1 − e))(1 − e) = 0 for all y ∈ R. That is,
(1 − f )(1 − g)d(y)(1 − e) − (1 − f )d(g)y(1 − e) − (1 − f )(1 − g)yd(e)(1 − e) = 0
for all y ∈ R. But d is X-outer. In view of Lemma 2.2, (1 − f )(1 − g)z(1 − e) = 0 for all z ∈ R. The
primeness of R implies that either (1 − f )(1 − g) = 0 or e = 1. The ﬁrst case gives 1 = f + g + fg.
Since all e, f , g are of ﬁnite rank, we conclude that 1 is of ﬁnite rank in either case. This means that
dim VD < ∞, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that R is not a simple Artinian ring. In particular, dim VD = ∞. In view
of Proposition 2.6, d must be X-inner, that is, there exists b ∈ Qs(R) such that d(x) = bx − xb for all
x ∈ R. Suppose on the contrary that rank(b − β) > 2m + 2 for all β ∈ C.
In view of Lemma 2.5, there exist v1, . . . , vm+1 ∈ V such that
v1, . . . , vs, bv1, . . . , bvm+1
are independent over D. Since R acts densely on VD, there exists x ∈ R such that
xvi = 0 and xbvi = vi for i = 1, . . . , m + 1.
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Then d(x)vi = b(xvi) − x(bvi) = −vi for i = 1, . . . , m + 1. This implies that rank(d(x))m + 1 >
m, a contradiction. So there exists β ∈ C such that rank(b − β) 2m + 2. Since d(x) = [b − β , x] for
all x ∈ R, replacing b by b − β we are done. 
The following is an easy observation (because R acts densely on VD).
Lemma 2.7. Let a, b ∈ R. Suppose that rank(aRb)m, where m is a ﬁxed positive integer. Then either
rank(a)m or rank(b)m.
We extend Theorem 2.1 to the context of “generalized derivations". In [3] Brešar introduced the
algebraic deﬁnition of generalized derivations. A map G : R → R is called a generalized derivation if
there exists a derivation d : R → R such that
G(x + y) = G(x) + G(y) and G(xy) = G(x)y + xd(y)
for all x, y ∈ R. The derivation d is uniquely determined by the generalized derivation G. We call d the
derivation associated with G. It is well-known that each generalized derivation of R can be uniquely
extended to a generalized derivation of Qmr(R) (see, for instance, [13, Theorem 2]). The generalized
derivationG of R is called X-inner if its associated derivation d is X-inner. Otherwise, it is called X-outer.
Theorem 2.8. Let G : R → R be a nonzero generalized derivation and let ρ be a nonzero right ideal of R.
Suppose that rank(G(x))m for all x ∈ ρ , where m is a ﬁxed positive integer. Then either ρ is generated
by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank or there exist a ∈ Qmr(R), b ∈ Qs(R) such that G(r) = ar − rb for all r ∈ R,
where rank(b) 4m + 2 and rank(aρ) 5m + 2.
Proof. Suppose that ρ is not generated by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank. In particular, dim VD = ∞.
Let x ∈ ρ and s ∈ R. Then G(xs) = G(x)s + xd(s), so rank(xRd(s)) 2m. Note that rank(ρ) = ∞. By
Lemma 2.7, rank(d(R)) 2m. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exists b ∈ Qs(R) such that d =
ad(b)with rank(b) 4m + 2. Thus, for r, s ∈ R, we have G(rs) = G(r)s + r[b, s] = G(r)s + rbs − rsb,
so
G(rs) + (rs)b = (G(r) + rb)s.
That is, themap r 
→ G(r) + rb for r ∈ R is a right R-modulemap from R toQs(R). Thus there exists a ∈
Qmr(R) such thatG(r) = ar − rb for all r ∈ R (see [14, Lemma2.1]). This implies that rank(aρ) 5m +
2. This completes the proof. 
For G = d in Theorem 2.8, we have the following form.
Theorem 2.9. Let d : R → R be a nonzero derivation and let ρ be a nonzero right ideal of R. Suppose
that rank(d(x))m for all x ∈ ρ , where m is a ﬁxed positive integer. Then either ρ is generated by an
idempotent of ﬁnite rank or d = ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R) with rank(b) 4m + 2.
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that d : R → R is a nonzero derivation satisfying
rank(d(f (x1, . . . , xt)))m
for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ , where m is a ﬁxed positive integer. Then either ρ is generated by an idempotent of
ﬁnite rank or d = ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R) of ﬁnite rank. In addition, if f (X1, . . . , Xt) is multilinear, then
b can be chosen such that rank(b) 2(6t + 13)m + 2.
Proof. A polynomial f (X1, . . . , Xt) is called blended in Xi if Xi occurs in every monomial occurring in
f (X1, . . . , Xt), and f (X1, . . . , Xt) is blended if it is blended in every Xi occurring in f (X1, . . . , Xt) (see [9,
pp. 15–17]). We can assume that f (X1, . . . , Xt) is blended. In fact, if f (X1, . . . , Xt) is not blended in X1,
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then we can use f (0, X2, . . . , Xt) to replace f (X1, . . . , Xt). Note that rank(a + b) rank(a) + rank(b)
for a, b ∈ R. Applying ﬁnitelymany difference operators (see [9, p. 16]) to the polynomial f (X1, . . . , Xt),
we may assume from the start that f (X1, . . . , Xt) is multilinear. In this case, the integermwill become
large and it depends on the height of f (X1, . . . , Xt) (see [9, p. 15]).
Let x, y, x1, . . . , xt , y1, . . . , yt ∈ ρ and r, s ∈ R. Since
[x, f (x1, . . . , xt)] =
t∑
i=1
f (x1, . . . , xi−1, [x, xi], . . . , xt)
and
d([x, f (x1, . . . , xt)]) = [d(x), f (x1, . . . , xt)] + [x, d(f (x1, . . . , xt))],
we see that
[d(x), f (x1, . . . , xt)]
=∑t
i=1d (f (x1, . . . , xi−1, [x, xi], . . . , xt)) − [x, d(f (x1, . . . , xt))]. (2.2)
It follows from (2.2) that
rank([d(x), f (x1, . . . , xt)]) (t + 2)m. (2.3)
For brevity, we write f (xi) := f (x1, . . . , xt). We compute
[d(xy), f (xi)] = [d(x)y + xd(y), f (xi)]
= [d(x), f (xi)]y + d(x)[y, f (xi)] + x[d(y), f (xi)] + [x, f (xi)]d(y).
Then, by (2.3), we have
rank(d(x)[y, f (xi)] + [x, f (xi)]d(y)) 3(t + 2)m. (2.4)
Since ys ∈ ρ , we compute
d(x)[ys, f (xi)] + [x, f (xi)]d(ys)
= (d(x)[y, f (xi)] + [x, f (xi)]d(y))s + d(x)y[s, f (xi)] + [x, f (xi)]yd(s).
By (2.4) we see that
rank(d(x)y[s, f (xi)] + [x, f (xi)]yd(s)) 6(t + 2)m. (2.5)
Replacing x by f (yi) in (2.5), we see that
rank(d(f (yi))y[s, f (xi)] + [f (yi), f (xi)]yd(s)) 6(t + 2)m. (2.6)
Note that rank(d(f (yi))y[s, f (xi)])m. Thus (2.6) implies that
rank([f (yi), f (xi)]yRd(s))(6t + 13)m. (2.7)
In view of Lemma 2.7, either
rank([f (yi), f (xi)]y)(6t + 13)m
for all x1, . . . , xt , y1, . . . , yt , y ∈ ρ , or rank(d(s))(6t + 13)m for all s ∈ R. By [15, Theorem 1.1], the
ﬁrst case implies that ρ is generated by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank. The latter case is reduced to
Theorem 2.1. This completes the proof. 
Remark. By Theorem 2.9, the estimation “rank(b) 2(6t + 13)m + 2" in Theorem 2.10 is not sharp.
However, the estimation implies that [15, Theorem 1.1] can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 2.10.
Indeed, suppose that
rank(f (x1, . . . , xt))m for all x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ ,
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where m is a ﬁxed positive integer. We claim that ρ is generated by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank.
Suppose the contrary. As before, we may assume that f (X1, . . . , Xt) is multilinear. Let b, c ∈ ρ \ C and
let δb = ad(b). Then δb is a nonzero derivation of R. Let x1, . . . , xt ∈ ρ . Then [b, xi] ∈ ρ for all i. Since
f (X1, . . . , Xt) is multilinear, we have
δb(f (x1, . . . , xt)) =
t∑
i=1
f (x1, . . . , xi−1, [b, xi], xi+1, . . . , xt),
implying that rank(δb(f (x1, . . . , xt)))mt. By Theorem2.10, there existsβb ∈ C, depending on b, such
that rank(b − βb)M, whereM := 2(6t + 13)mt + 2. Similarly, rank(c − βc)M for some βc ∈ C.
Then [b, c] = [b − βb, c − βc], so rank([b, c]) 2M. Up to now, we have seen that rank([x, y]) 2M
for all x, y ∈ ρ .
Let x, y ∈ ρ and r, s ∈ R. Then y[x, s] = [x, ys] − [x, y]s, so rank(yR[x, s]) 4M. Since rank(ρ) =
∞, we have rank([x, s]) 4M. Also, x[r, s] = [xr, s] − [x, s]r, implying that rank(xR[r, s]) 8M. Thus
rank([r, s]) 8M for all r, s ∈ R. Since R acts densely on VD, it is easy to prove that rank(R) < ∞, a
contradiction. This contradiction proves that ρ is generated by an idempotent of ﬁnite rank.
A derivation d : R → R ⊆ End(VD) is called V-inner if there exists T ∈ End(V,+) such that
d(r)(v) = T(rv) − rT(v) for all r ∈ R and all v ∈ V ; otherwise, it is called V-outer. All derivations
of R are V-inner if soc(R) /= 0 (see [2, Theorem 4.2] and [8, Theorem 3, p. 87]). Beidar and Brešar
[2, Theorem 4.6] proved that a derivation d : R → R is V-outer if and only if given ﬁnitely many D-
independent vi ∈ V and arbitrarywi, zi ∈ V there exists r ∈ R such that rvi = wi and d(r)vi = zi for all
i (see also [18, Theorem 3.3], [4], [5, Theorem 2.3] and [6, Theorem 3.6]). Clearly, a V-outer derivation
of Rmust be X-outer and the converse is not true in general.
Let F(x) denote the function ﬁeld in the variable x over the ﬁeld F and let MN(F(x)) be the set of all
N × Nmatrices with entries in F(x), whereN is the set of positive integers. Let R be the ring consisting
of matrices in MN(F(x)) with ﬁnitely many nonzero entries. Then R is a primitive ring acting densely
on VF(x), allN × 1 columns with ﬁnitely many nonzero entries over F(x). For y ∈ F(x)we let y′ denote
the derivative of y. Let d : R → R denote the derivation deﬁned by d((βij)) = (β ′ij) for (βij) ∈ R. Then
d is an X-outer derivation. Let v0 := (1, 0, . . .)T ∈ V , where (1, 0, . . .)T denotes the transpose of the
vector (1, 0, . . .). Then, for r ∈ R, rv0 = 0 implies d(r)v0 = 0.
The following theorem which is a generalization of Proposition 2.6 provides a weak form of [2,
Theorem 4.6] for X-outer derivations.
Theorem 2.11. Suppose that d : R → R is an X-outer derivation and that dim VD = ∞. Then, for a given
positive integer s, there exist r ∈ R and v1, . . . , vs ∈ V such that rv1, . . . , rvs, d(r)v1, . . . , d(r)vs are
independent over D.
Lemma 2.12. Let d : R → R be a derivation,β ∈ C andmapositive integer. Suppose that rank(rR(d(r) −
βr))m for all r ∈ R. Then either R is a simple Artinian ring or d = ad(b) for some b ∈ Qs(R) of ﬁnite
rank.
Proof. Let r, s, x, y ∈ R. Since
srx(d(sr) − βsr) = sr(xs)(d(r) − βr) + s(rx)(d(s) − βs)r + βsrxsr,
it follows from the assumption that rank(βsrxsr) 3m. Suppose ﬁrst that β /= 0. Then rank(srRsr)
3m, so rank(sr) 3m by Lemma 2.7. Thus rank(R) 3m, implying that R is a simple Artinian ring.
Suppose next thatβ = 0. Then rank(rRd(r))m. This implies that either rank(r)m or rank(d(r))
m. Suppose that rank(r)m. Then r ∈ soc(R) with soc(R) a regular ring (see [7, Lemma 1]). Thus
r = rur for some u ∈ R. Then d(r) = d(r)ur + rd(ur), so rank(d(r)) 2m follows. In either case,
rank(d(r)) 2m for all r ∈ R. In view of Theorem 2.1, either R is a simple Artinian ring or d = ad(b),
where b ∈ Qs(R) is of ﬁnite rank. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.11. Suppose on the contrary that
rv1, . . . , rvs, d(r)v1, . . . , d(r)vs
are dependent over D for any r ∈ R and v1, . . . , vs ∈ V . Fix a positive integerm > s.
Let r ∈ R be such that rank(r) > 4m. Suppose that rank(d(r) − μr) > 2m for allμ ∈ C. In view of
Lemma 2.4, there exist v1, . . . , vm ∈ V such that
rv1, . . . , rvm, d(r)v1, . . . , d(r)vm
are independent over D, a contradiction. This proves that there exists β ∈ C such that rank(d(r) −
βr) 2m. The element β in C is unique. Indeed, suppose that rank(d(r) − β ′r) 2m for some β ′ ∈ C
with β ′ /= β . Then
(β − β ′)r = (d(r) − β ′r) − (d(r) − βr),
so rank((β − β ′)r) 4m. Butβ /= β ′,we conclude that rank(r) 4m, a contradiction.We letφ(r) ∈ C
denote the unique β . Thus
rank(d(r) − φ(r)r) 2m for r ∈ Rwith rank(r) > 4m. (2.8)
The next step is to prove that φ(r) is a constant if rank(r) > 8m. Let r1, r2 ∈ R be such that rank(ri) >
8m for i = 1, 2. Since dim VD = ∞, by Proposition 2.6 there exists r′ ∈ R such that
rank(r′) > 8m + rank(r1) + rank(r2). (2.9)
Note that rank(r′ + r1) > 4m and rank(r′ + r2) > 4m. Thusφ(r′ + r1),φ(r′ + r2) andφ(r′) arewell-
deﬁned and, moreover,
rank(d(r′ + r1) − φ(r′ + r1)(r′ + r1)) 2m, (2.10)
rank(d(r′ + r2) − φ(r′ + r2)(r′ + r2)) 2m, and
rank(d(r′) − φ(r′)r′) 2m.
We compute
d(r′ + r1) − φ(r′ + r1)(r′ + r1) = (d(r′) − φ(r′)r′) + (d(r1) − φ(r1)r1) + (φ(r′)
−φ(r′ + r1))r′ + (φ(r1) − φ(r′ + r1))r1.
By (2.10), this implies that
rank((φ(r′) − φ(r′ + r1))r′ + (φ(r1) − φ(r′ + r1))r1) 6m. (2.11)
We claim that φ(r′) = φ(r′ + r1). Otherwise, let η := φ(r′) − φ(r′ + r1) /= 0 and η′ :=
η−1(φ(r1) − φ(r′ + r1)). By (2.11), we have rank(r′ + η′r1) 6m. However,
rank(r′ + η′r1) rank(r′) − rank(r1) > 8m,
a contradiction. This proves our claim. Analogously, we have φ(r1) = φ(r′ + r1). Thusφ(r1) = φ(r′).
Similarly, φ(r′) = φ(r2). Up to now we have proved that there exists β ∈ C such that
rank(d(r) − βr) 2m for r ∈ Rwith rank(r) > 8m.
Thus we have rank(rR(d(r) − βr)) 8m for all r ∈ R. In view of Lemma 2.12, either R is a simple
Artinian ring or d = ad(b), where b ∈ Qs(R) is of ﬁnite rank. Since d is X-outer and dim VD = ∞, this
is impossible. The proof is complete. 
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